An Accidental Sawatch Mining History Tour
Peaks:

Champion, Mt - 13,646 feet
PT 13,736 - 13,736 feet
Fairview Pk A - 13,214 feet
Jenkins Mtn - 13,432 feet
PT 13,140 A - 13,140 feet
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bergsteigen
Post Date:
07/25/2012
Date Climbed: 07/21/2012

Mt Champion, Pt 13,736, Fairview Peak A, Jenkins Mountain, Pt 13,140, Grizzly
Peak E
I had been planning all week to hit up the San Juans for 3 days of 13ers in a completely new area of Colorado. That was, until the forecast went from
40-50% storms to 60-70% storms. Driving 6+ hours to an area I hadn't seen before is really only worth it if I can see where I am! After my experience 2
weeks ago, with only having a 5 hour window of rain/hail/lightning free hiking, I didn't want to chance such a long drive, for a possibility of a low return.
So, with only an hour or two before I left work to drive into the mountains, I changed my plans, at least 2 or 3 times, to something closer. Sawatch, here
I come, again. They had the best forecast of all the ranges, again. Darn.
Day 1: Pt 13,736 & Mt Champion
Mileage: 7.4
Elevation Gain: 3,239'
After narrowly missing hitting a deer that decided to run along side my truck as I was slamming on the brakes, I pull into the trailhead at the first major
switchback up Independence Pass to catch a decent nights rest. That is, after I calmed down from the near accident.
Started up the nice trail into the basin at first light. Continued along the trail until I veered east to get over to the north ridge of Pt 13,736. The ridge
section will gain you the majority of the elevation gain for the day along this particular loop. You can keep it class 2 if you like. But there is also some
minor class 3 if you seek it out on very solid rock.

North ridge of Pt 13,736

More north ridge

Once on the summit of Pt 13,736, the ridge over to Mt Champion looked fairly easy, so after a quick break to snap some pics of the surrounding peaks
I've done, or will do, I was off.

Twinning and Pt 13,545 with the Elks behind

Deer Mtn, K 49, Oklahoma and Mt Massive

Ridge to Mt Champion

Ridge from Pt 13,736

Once on the summit of Champion, I took some time looking south at the centennials that I'll eventually do with Darrin. The weather had been building,
as promised, so I started my descent. It was a rather painful descent as it was steep and unrelenting. But I had some entertainment along the way, as I
startled a family of ptarmigan, and watched the babies run away. I spent some time chasing the butterflies down the slope, trying to capture the elusive
orange and green ones on my camera. A helicopter buzzed me, and returned for another round. I wondered if they thought I was lost?

Then I discovered the Champion Mine ruins down the slope. Here I couldn't resist taking a peek around to get some photos. As I angled back to the
trailhead, I even came across an old mining shaft, which I carefully explored for the first few feet.

Champion mine with Casco and French behind

An old mining wheel with Grizzly behind

A mining shaft to carefully explore

After the exploration, it was a tiring and slightly painful descent, using whatever game trails I could find.

Day 2: Fairview Peak A
Mileage: 7.3
Elevation Gain: 2,426'
Trailhead: Cumberland Pass
After studying a few maps, I decided to try Fairview Peak from Cumberland Pass. There's almost no information on this peak anywhere on the web. So
I didn't know about access from the south, which looked longer in the vehicle, but shorter on the trail. Oh well, someone else can explore another route
on this peak, which affords views of every major range in Colorado, except the Gore.
With the storms building, I didn't want to camp directly on the pass, so I went up and over and camped next to some mining ruins. Hmmm a theme
starting? Thankfully I had a little bit of time to grill my dinner outside before the rain started. Enough to see that the stream nearby had milky white
water, and was probably contaminated from the mine above. After a round of storms, I could see the slopes by the pass had been flocked with white
graupel. Glad I wasn't up there!
The next morning I went back up the pass and parked out of the way of the many vehicles to visit the pass. The sky changes to red as I get ready. Red
sky at morning, sailors warning? Storms are predicted after 9am today. Better get going!

First light over the Sawatch

Red sky over Fairvew Peak

From the pass, I head down a trail marked on my Nat Geo map, which goes through private property of an old mine. From there it's a walk on 4x4
roads and eventually a faint trail up and down the ridges. Today would be all about the numerous ups and downs along the ridge up to the summit.

Fairview Peak

Still more ridgeline to go!

It didn't take very long to get to the top, and since it was still clear blue skies over head, I spent some time looking at my 360 degree view of all the
mountains ranges I could see. Even Pikes could be seen through a gap in the Sawatch!

The nearby Henry Mountain

A curious Pika

On the return... lots of ridge!

On the way down, I spent a little time exploring around all the mining claims. I found some interesting crystals and minerals. Quite a bit of green
malachite in some of the pits.

The maps and profile:

The many ups and downs...

Day 3: Jenkins, Pt 13,140 Grizzly Peak E
Mileage: 8.4
Elevation Gain: 4,396'
Trailhead: Pieplant Mill
I got to the Pieplant Mill site fairly early on in the day, so I spent some time exploring the area and snapping some pics of the mining ruins. I even found
a very curious critter begging for food by mugging to the camera. Quite the ham! Soon enough the storm rolled through, and I was once again stuck in
the back of my truck reading.

Do you have any food?

Vogue, strike a pose.

The morning started off with the bleating of Elk as they cavorted in the neighboring field with fog forming around them. Of course after reading about
direwolves the night before, I had doubts at first whether they were elk or wolves. But once the light got better, I could see that they were elk, and
nothing more dangerous. I carried my bear spray anyway, as I had a long section of woods to go through before getting into the open.
I decided to take a minor detour over to the Pieplant Mine site, but was fairly disappointed with the lack of anything left. Just a tiny building and garbage
lying around. Though as I had a nice mining road to follow through the woods for a good stretch, it wasn't a bad trade. I left the mining road to follow a
stream drainage up till I found a nice path to the ridge proper. You could follow the mining road, but it ends in a large rock slide/mine blast site that may
be tricky to get above.
I had been trying to hustle above treeline for the view of the fog in the valley below. I knew I wouldn't make sunrise, but I still wanted some long
shadows.

A foggy morning!

Fog in front of Fairview Peak

Once high on the ridge, navigation is pretty easy. The summit is the bump on the far right. Here I got a view of some new 13ers that I hadn't seen
before, let alone from this angle. As there was still some residual clouds in the area, and the storms were a high probability again today, I didn't spend
much time on the first of 3 summits.

some 13ers

The ridge over to 13,140 was going to be the toughest so far. So I moved as quickly as I could along the easy first section, so I could spend more time
at the final crux section.

Ridge to Pt 13,140

The crux section of 13,140

Once at the crux, you have a few options. You can drop to the east and then west to get around them (on loose nasty terrain), or you can go up an over

on loose exposed class 3 blocky rock with plenty of trundling possibilities. I chose to dodge around, as loose and exposed is not my idea of fun. Not
that my option was better. But I felt more comfortable with it solo, as I didn't want to go up a gendarme, only to find the way off it was bad.

At the start of the crux section

The first gendarme

Loose terrain around the gendarmes

Looking back at Jenkins

Last gendarme with the summit behind

Looking back at the final gendarme

Even the last stretch up to the summit was a matter of finding what rock looked the most stable on the pile of loose dirt that felt like it wanted to be
down in the valley below. The slope has exceeded the natural angle of repose! Don't think I've every climbed a peak that was so unstable before.
The clouds were building around me, but not above, or along the wind line in front of me. So I knew I had time to make it over to Grizzly, if I hustled. So
just a few minutes to snap some pics on the summit and then I was off.

some 13ers

I had originally though to stay on the ridge line and explore the second half of the traverse. But looking at it, I didn't think I had the time to waste finding
my way. Plus looking back on it from Grizzly there are some interesting overhanging sections that I wouldn't want to be on, in case 'geologic time is
now'. So I dropped once I reached the first natural saddle, and scree skied to the bottom.

View of Grizzly, after dropping to the valley below

The ridge from 13,140 looks doable, just annoying

Once on the final summit for the day, and for the trip, I took a little time to catch my breath and look around.

The 3 Apostles

The descent was a nasty steep talus pile of tripping waiting to happen. Felt like I was on a tilt-a-whirl. After awhile I went into the drainage between the

two west facing ridges and had a better time of it.

Eeeevil but pretty plant

In the trees I angled and contoured back to the truck, through a forest that had obviously burned before. Plenty of charred trees on the ground.

A look back at Jenkins 13,140 and Grizzly E

This completed my very impromptu tour of Sawatch mining history!

